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control
Why Capture Print Costs?

Capturing printing costs has become more

important as more and more documents start as electronic files. Staff increasingly prints multiple
sets of documents from their desktop rather than make one original and walk to the copier. Firms
today are increasingly connecting MFD’s to the network, allowing high-quality, high-volume printing
directly from the desktop. At many firms, more than half the hard copy production is from print.
Therefore it is crucial for a firm to capture the data around its printing to enable it to recover those
costs, reduce firm expenses, maximize efficiency and improve profitability.

iA Print Control is a highly configurable application that
enables a firm to capture all data related to its printing.
It is robust, easy to deploy and includes the following
highlighted features:
Tight integration with time-and-billing, including account
code validation, processing, reporting and posting
Captures prints destined for any network or local printers
and all networked digital copiers
Captures full details on print jobs including document
name, application printed from, location, number of
pages and sets printed, date, time, network login of
user, printer, paper size and duplex printing
Automatically detects color as well as black and white
pages within documents for increased accuracy
Can be configured to either pop-up on the desktop or
operate in the background
Integration with leading Document Management Systems
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Benefits of iA Print Control
Capture Data Accurately iA Print Control (iAPC) is designed to capture all print data
accurately. Pop-up boxes on the desktop can ensure that account, client and matter information is entered for all prints. Full details are collected, including color or black-and-white,
document name, application printed from, location, number of pages and sets printed,
date, time, network login of user, printer, paper size and duplex printing.
Flexible Deployment Administrators can determine the applicable page and set thresholds
beyond which account, matter and client codes entry is required for the print job. Also, iAPC
can be deployed in a single office or spread across many offices—even across borders.
Integration with Accounting iA Print Control integrates with all major time-and-billing
systems, so that new account, matter and client codes are available in real time. Charge
rates can be configured for clients based on any field captured and these rates can be
maintained in different currencies for offices around the globe.
Integration with Document Management Systems iA Print Control can be integrated
with a variety of document management solutions—including those provided by Open Text
(Hummingbird), Autonomy (iManage) and World Software Corporation (Worldox)—to
minimize the time it takes to assign a valid account code to a print job.
Ability to Force Compliance. iA Print Control can be set to run as a pop-up, forcing users
to input client, matter and account information prior to printing and ensuring all data is
captured.

nQueue Billback provides
WORKFLOW AND EFFICIENCY
nQueue Billback’s iA helps firms collect
advanced information to maximize profitability.
Firms can analyze capacity, utilization and
maintenance to improve workflows and deploy
devices more effectively and efficiently.
MANAGING SCANNED DOCUMENTS
nQueue Billback’s iA Scan does much more
than tracks scans for client billing. iA Scan
is template-driven so firms can easily and
automatically capture, process and deliver
scans directly from their MFDs, enhancing
document security and helping to enforce
retention policies.

EXPENSE MANAGEMENT
nQueue Billback’s iA Expense Manager easily
captures data from all expenses, even those
incurred outside an organization’s devices.
Information is collected automatically as
expenses are incurred and Data is more
accurate to improve profitability firmwide.
DATA DRIVEN DECISIONS
In addition to capturing all expenses for potential
recovery, nQueue Billback’s iA provides the
information to perform profitability analyses
by matter, client, practice group or office to
support profitability and better decision making
throughout the firm.
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